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While at the height of her success, she becomes the prime suspect in a murder case. Cast Ravi Kishan as Sanjay/Ashwin Raai Laxmi as Julie Pankaj Tripathi as Vicky Aditya Srivastava as Ajay Rohitash Gaud as Jay Manish Khanna as Inspector Amar Amit Dolawat as Sub Inspector Khayyal A. K. Mishra as Constable Anubhav Raj as Imran Ankit Mahajan as Rudra Siddharth Chaturvedi as Naveen
Production Raai Laxmi wanted to do a thriller that includes regular characters, in the form of her regular characters in her previous films. She also wanted to add a new element to her performances. The title was taken from a film name. The title Julie 2 was suggested by Raai Laxmi's producer Priyanshu Paini. It is also a reference to John Cheever's short story "The Swimmer". Release The film was
released on 29 January 2019. The trailer was released on 1 March 2019. Critical reception The film received positive reviews from critics. Taran Adarsh gave it a rating of 3.5 out of 5 stars. Vidhva Bala of The Indian Express gave the film a rating of 3.5 stars out of 5 and said, "Deterministic, pessimistic, concerned with family ties, the post-Olympics adaptation of The Swimmer is an effective
psychological thriller which takes a jaded approach to the genre with an able blend of forensic and gritty investigations." India Today gave the film a rating of 3 out of 5 saying, "Unwieldy perhaps, The Julie 2 is an able thriller which effectively highlights the importance of family in human lives." Pratap Kumar of The Hindu wrote, "The script has a lot of promising potential, but unfortunately the film
misses on the execution." References External links Category:Indian films Category:2019 films Category:2010s thriller drama films Category:Indian thriller drama films Category:2010s Hindi-language films Category:2010s psychological thriller films Category:Films about psychiatry Category:Films directed by Raai Laxmi Category:Films scored by Ankit Tiwari Category:Films set in Mumbai
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